A flow shop scheduling problem involves scheduling jobs on multiple machines in series in order to optimize a given criterion. The flow time of a job is the amount of time the job spent before its completion and the stretch of the job is the ratio of its flow time to its processing time. In this paper, a hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) approach is proposed for minimizing the total stretch in flow shop scheduling. HGA adopts the idea of seed selection and development in order to reduce the chance of premature convergence that may cause the loss of search power. The performance of HGA is compared with that of genetic algorithms (GAs).
INTRODUCTION
In many scheduling problems, the focus of performance measure has been on the flow time, which is defined as the amount of time that a given job spends in the system (Baker and Trietsch, 2009) . Recently, alternative performance measures have been considered and among them, the stretch measure has received a lot of attention (Chan et al., 2006) . The stretch of a job formally is defined as the ratio of its flow time to its required processing time (Bender et al., 2004) . The stretch measure relates the jobs' waiting times to their processing times, and may reflect users' psychological expectation that, in a system with highly various job sizes, users are willing to wait longer for larger jobs (Muthukrishnan et al., 2005) . The idea of stretch is illustrated by the two-job, two-machine flow shop shown in Figure 1 . The processing times of jobs 1 and 2 are 3 and 1 time units on machine 1, and 2 and 9 time units on machine 2, respectively. The release times of jobs 1 and 2 are 5 and 2 time units. If job 1 is processed before job 2, the total flow time and the total stretch will be 22 (= 5+17) and 2.7 (= 5/5+17/10) time units, respectively (schedule 1). As Figure 1 (b) shows, when job 2 is processed first, the total flow time is reduced to 19 (= 10+9) time units, but the total stretch is increased to 2.8 (= 10/10+9/5) time units (schedule 2). This paper presents a solution methodology for an n-job, m-machine flow shop scheduling problem in which the objective is to minimize the total stretch. Since the problem of minimizing the total stretch with different job release times is not tractable even for a single machine (Pinedo 2012) , it is usually very difficult to find a global optimum by general local search algorithms such as the pairwise interchange methods. Recently, meta-heuristic methods such as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, and tabu search, have been proposed to escape from local optima and search for global or nearoptimal solutions and have been successful in solving combinatorial optimization problems (Dreo et al., 2005) .
In spite of their desirable properties of GAs, basic GAs can still fail for a variety of reasons including convergence to local optima (premature convergence). The problem of premature convergence is related with the loss of genetic diversity of the individuals (solutions), which can be the cause of poor quality of the individuals (Liepins and Hilliard, 1989) . In this paper, a hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) is proposed to lessen the problem of premature convergence through the aid of more rational genetic operators. In section 2, the minimization problem of the total stretch in the n-job, m-machine flow shop scheduling is defined. The development of HGA and its application to the flow shop scheduling problem are presented in section 3. In section 4, the results of extensive computational experiments comparing HGA and GAs are provided. Finally, a summary of main results and conclusions are provided in Section 5.
MINIMIZATION OF THE TOTAL STRETCH IN THE n-JOB, m-MACHINE FLOW SHOP
There is a set of jobs J = {1, 2, …, n} that has to be processed in the system consisting of m machines in series. Each machine processes jobs in the same order. For job j, j = 1, ···, n, let r j be the release time, p ij the processing time on machine i, i = 1, …, m. Let p j be the sum of processing times of job j (= p 1j + p 2j + ··· + p mj ). If the completion time of job j on machine i is c ij , then the stretch s j = (c mj -r j )/p j .
For a given sequence σ, the problem can be formulated as follows: 
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Constraint set (1) states that each machine can process at most one job at the same time. Constraint set (2) establishes the relationships between completion times of any two jobs on each machine. That is, only one job at most can be processed on each machine at the same time. Constraint set (3) states that jobs are available after their release times.
HYBRID GA APPROACH
GAs are stochastic search methods designed to search large and complex spaces by exploitation of currently known solutions and a robust exploration of the space (Lee et al., 1997) . GAs start with a collection (or population) of randomly selected solutions (or individuals). With the survival of the fittest philosophy, GAs select individuals in a population to form a gene pool according to their fitness values. Two individuals in the gene pool are randomly mated and go through the crossover and mutation process to produce two new solutions (or offsprings), and the solutions steadily improve from iteration (or generation) to iteration. The population size (the number of individuals in a population) remains fixed in all generations (Bhattacharyya, 1999) .
The proposed HGA adopts three basic operators of GAs (selection, crossover, mutation) and combines the idea of seed selection and development, which prevents the premature convergence of many GAs and also maintains the search power of GAs. The detail procedure of HGA is explained below in comparison with GAs.
Utilization of Seed Selection to Generate Initial Population
Most scheduling problems use a permutation representation for individuals where a sequence of n jobs is defined by a permutation of integers {1, …, n}. In the literature, GAs begin with randomly generated populations (Liepins and Hilliard, 1989) . HGA generates most Minimizing the Total Stretch in Flow Shop Scheduling Vol 20, No 2, November 2014 , pp.33-37, © 2014 of individuals in an initial population randomly in order to search unbiased sampling of the space, which provides robust exploitation of the current solutions. To start with some good quality of solutions, HGA fills the rest of the initial population with individuals generated by various types of local search methods based on two steps: (1) rules to generate the initial sequences such as the shortest release time (SRT), the shortest processing time on the first machine (SPTF), and the shortest total processing times (SPTT), (2) neighborhood search mechanisms such as the non-adjacent pairwise interchange (NAPI), the extraction and forward shifted reinsertion (EFSR), and the extraction and backward shifted reinsertion (EBSR). Generating too many individuals by seed selection may prevent the robust search of HGA.
Calculation of Individual's Fitness
An individual with high objective value should have a low fitness value, and vice versa. HGA transforms an objective value of individual l into its fitness value (f scale ) by the following equation:
where z max , z min and z avg are the maximum, minimum and average objective values in the current population, respectively, and z(σ l ) is the objective value of individual l. When the difference between normalized objective values of individuals in a population is relatively small, the selection process may become a random walk. In this case, the fitness value of individual l (f rank ) by rank can be calculated below:
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Selection
HGA adopts the stochastic remainder selection procedure without replacement to determine the expected number of copies of individual l, E(l) , l = 1, …, w, in the mating pool. E(l) can be calculated as follows:
where ( ) l f σ is the fitness value of individual l. If E(l) is non-integer, for some l, then only ⎣E(l)⎦ copies of individual l are assigned to the mating pool, and additional individuals need to be selected from the current population. Bernoulli trials (weighted coin tosses) with success probabilities P s (l) = E(l) -⎣E(l)⎦ are performed to individual l one by one until the mating pool is full. When individual l is selected, P s (l) is reduced to 0.
Recombination Operators (Crossover and Mutation)
HGA adopts PMX with a constant crossover probability (rate). Under PMX, two crossover points are picked at random. The genes in an individual that are positioned in the section bounded by the two crossover points are matched (connected) to genes in the corresponding positions of the other individual. If two pairs of connected genes share the same value (or allele), the common gene is eliminated and the two remaining genes are combined into a single connection. After all the reductions of this type are completed, the remaining pairs of connected genes form the match table. Finally, the genes in the first and last sections are exchanged if they are included in the match table. For example, suppose that A and B are the individuals chosen for crossover such that A = (7 3 2 6 4 5 1) and B = (4 3 7 2 5 1 6), and the two crossover points are 2 and 5. First, the genes between two crossover points are swapped (2, 6, 4 of A and 7, 2, 5 of B). Second, the genes before the first crossover point and after the second crossover points are exchanged according to the match table (7 ↔ 6, 5 ↔ 4) Then, the resulting individuals by PMX are A' = (6 3 7 2 5 4 1) and B' = (5 3 2 6 4 1 7).
HGA adopts the adjacent swap method with a constant mutation rate in which a job is exchanged with the next job in the job sequence. If the last job is to be mutated, it is exchanged with the first job in the job sequence.
Development
The premature convergence of many GAs can be overcome by using the stochastic remainder selection procedure without replacement (Goldberg, 1989) , since the maximum number of copies of individual l, l = 1, …, w, in the mating pool is bounded and thus, high fit individuals cannot prevail in the early generations. However, using this selection scheme may increase the probability of selecting the least fit individuals in comparison with other selection schemes such as the roulette wheel selection method. The selection of the least fit individuals may provide low fit offsprings and, in turn, severely decrease the search power for the best solutions. HGA applies a non-adjacent pairwise interchange (NAPI) method to the least fit individual in the mating pool, and replaces the least fit individual by the best individual in its neighborhood. The combination of the stochastic remainder selection procedure without replacement and NAPI prevents high fit individuals from dominating the population in the early generations and also maintains the GA search power to reach for the best solutions.
Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA)
Step 0 (Initialization) In a preliminary test, the best set of following parameters is determined before the main test: Method of fitness value calculation, population size, number of generation, crossover probability, mutation probability, number of individuals generated by seed selection Step 1 (Construction of an initial population) (a) Generate predetermined number of individuals using a random number generator. (b) Generate the rest of individuals by seed selection
Step 2 (Evaluation and selection) (a) Obtain objective values of individuals in the population (b) Compute the fitness values of individuals in the population. (c) Use the stochastic remainder sampling without replacement to select individuals from the population to form a mating pool.
Step 3 (Development) Apply the NAPI method to find the best individual in the neighborhood of the least fit individual selected in
Step 2(c). Replace the least fit individual in the mating pool by the best individual in the neighborhood.
Step 4 (Reproduction) (a) Mate individuals in the mating pool randomly.
(b) Apply PMX with a constant crossover rate to the couples. (c) Apply the adjacent swap method with a constant mutation rate to the offsprings produced by PMX.
Step 5 (Termination test) If HGA reaches the maximum number of generations, stop. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
COMPUTATIONAL STUDY
The HGA and GA were coded in Visual FORTRAN and ran on an Intel Core i7 CPU@3.4 GHz PC. Since no sample problems were found in the literature that could be used as a benchmark for testing the proposed HGA, the test problems were generated randomly. Processing times and release times of jobs were generated according to the integer uniform distributions provided in Table 1. The experiments were divided into two parts: a preliminary test and a main test. Since the performances of GA and HGA are influenced by several control parameters, a preliminary test is necessary to achieve the best parameter set for GA and HGA. In the preliminary test, 5 test problems of different sizes generated according to the data in Table 1 were solved. The best average objective function value was obtained by using the fitness function by rank, a total of 10 seed individuals, a population size of 100, a total of 100 generations, a crossover rate of 1.0, and a mutation rate of 0.01.
The test problems for the main test were generated in a similar way. Nine different test problems were generated for each problem size. These 216 problems were solved by HGA. For small size flow shop problems (5 and 7 jobs and 2-5 machines), the results of HGA were compared with the optimal solutions obtained by exMinimizing the Total Stretch in Flow Shop Scheduling Vol 20, No 2, November 2014 , pp.33-37, © 2014 haustive search. HGA achieved optimal solutions for all small size problems. HGA was applied to medium size (10 and 15 jobs and 2-5 machines) and large size (20 and 30 jobs and 2-5 machines) problems. To evaluate the performance of HGA, the solutions obtained by HGA were compared with the solutions provided by GA. The results of HGA and GA for medium and large size problems are shown in Table 2 . The average objective function values reported in Table 2 are the average values of nine instances for each problem size. Based on these results, HGA provides an 8.93% improvement with respect to GA on the average.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper addresses the problem of minimizing the total stretch in the n-job, m-machine flow shop. Since this problem is NP-hard even for a single machine, it requires significant computational effort to solve the problems with large n. Meta-heuristic algorithms such as GAs have been used for many scheduling problems. HGA is proposed to reduce the premature convergence of GAs and maintain the search power by adopting the new idea of seed selection and development. The performance of the HGA was compared with that of GA and the results of the computational experiments show that the HGA works well for this type of problem.
